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Abstract:

In the context of negligence standards, I use a numerical analysis approach to simulate potential
injurers (drivers) with heterogenous costs of avoiding accidents that inflict harm. Facing an
incomplete legal rule, each potential injurer decides on what level of effort to exert in order to
avoid liability. I characterize the evolution of the common law as well as the behavioural
responses that accompany it. I also explore the dynamics between these two features, particularly
how their interaction impacts the future flow of cases and path-dependence in the law. I also
discuss questions of scope in the law, and in particular whether a narrower or broader scope of a
negligence standard is more favourable. The former extends and applies the law only as far as
necessary to particular types while the latter applies to various cases and types that may not
qualitatively be similar.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A negligence standard is a legal benchmark against which someone’s behaviour is
assessed in the event of an accident. Failure to satisfy this negligence standard results in liability,
requiring the injurer to compensate the victim for damages. This paper uses a numerical
simulation approach to analyze the evolution of the common law in the context of negligence
standards. I model an evolving legal rule that is characterized by uncertainty. Potential injurers in
this paper are drivers. There are different types of drivers, each deciding on a level of effort to
exert while driving. Exerting effort impacts the driver’s likelihood of getting in an accident. Each
driver differs by how costly it is for them to avoid an accident; the court never learns the drivers’
cost types. After an accident, the court can potentially update the legal rule so as to reduce some
legal uncertainty. Subsequent behaviour of drivers in the economy may reflect this update in the
law. Iterations of this process constitute the evolution of the common law.
The numerical simulation I develop explores many dynamics of the common law: I
explore how uncertainty in the law can shape various people’s efforts to avoid inflicting
accidental harm (e.g. while driving). In addition, I examine how the behaviour of individuals
with differing effort constraints can induce changes in the common law. In doing so, I also
consider how incremental changes in the law and the resulting path-dependence (history) can in
turn influence drivers’ incentives to exercise an efficient level of effort. Finally, I also consider
how a court’s scope of ruling, that is, the degree that a court’s decision impacts other future
cases, facilitates the extent that drivers exercise effort efficiently.
With my simulations, I find that when the scope of a legal rule is broadly applied to
various people facing varying constraints, then the decision-making of the drivers is nonmonotonic, contingent on the flow and types of cases that are decided by the court in the past. I
also find additional factors that impact case flow and path-dependence, including heterogeneity
of effort costs and varying probabilities of getting in an accident. On the question of efficiency, I
find that a broad negligence standard induces efficient behaviour by some drivers intermittently,
but that it ultimately leads to inefficiencies in equilibrium. This inefficiency has two sources:
over-exertion of effort by high cost drivers and under-exertion of effort by low cost drivers.
From an economic perspective, the goal of negligence standards is to induce potential
injurers to internalize the costs of harm and to exercise effort efficiently. What is considered
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efficient depends on the costs associated with putting in effort and the benefits of avoiding
accidents that inflict harm. Given this goal, it is important to investigate how the dynamics
between changes in the law and changes in behaviour either support or obstruct achieving this
goal. I incorporate in my model aspects of uncertainty in the law as well as the role of scope in
judicial rulings, both of which capture the realities behind such dynamics and the complexity that
courts face in inducing efficient effort. By exploring these questions, we can learn about the
extent to which in principle, the laws current approach to negligence standards satisfies an
economic ideal of efficiency. To the extent that it does or it does not, we can learn about what
factors impact its ability to do so. Among those factors, I consider case flow/path-dependence,
heterogeneity of costs among agents, and the likelihood of accident.
This paper is most related in methodology to two papers that model the evolution of the
common law. The first paper is Fox & Vanberg (2013), whose model examines a court that
receives policy proposals and subjects them to constitutional review. They explicitly model a
court’s decision of scope, giving them a choice between ruling narrowly or broadly. They find
that broad rulings may serve as nudges for policy makers that are either too timid or too reckless
in their policy drafting. This paper draws on their legal framework modelling.
The second paper is Parameswaran (2018), who similarly defines a court’s decision
between narrow and broad rulings, but this time in the context of a firm’s production causing a
harmful externality. The author explicitly characterizes the firm’s behavioural responses given
changes in the legal rule. They find that, under a legal rule characterized by uncertainty (an
“incomplete rule”), the firm’s optimal decision to produce is characterized by overdeterrence and
is socially inefficient. Parameswaran also makes explicit the dynamics between the breadth of
the incomplete legal rule and the case flow. In particular, the common law evolves and reduces
legal ambiguity by having firms explore legal ambiguity (Parameswaran, 2018). I similarly
characterize the decision-making of drivers facing an incomplete legal rule.
This paper departs from these papers in four ways. First, unlike the above papers, I
examine the evolution of the common law and the decision-making of agents in the context of
negligence standards, a domain of common law concerned with instances of harm. By simulating
the common law evolution framework in this context, I characterize aspects of the common law
that are particular to the negligence context. For example, I can explore how things like the scope
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of a legal rule constrains individuals’ decisions to exercise sufficient effort, or how case flow can
impact or bias the courts ability to induce citizens to exercise effort efficiently.
Second, I reinterpret notions of scope in the law, particularly what constitutes a “broad”
scope. Generally, a broad scope in a ruling is a judicial decision that has implications on other
cases dissimilar to and beyond the current one being judged. The above papers interpret this in a
linear fashion: the court simply extends the applicability of their decision to other cases of higher
or lower degree in action exerted. A decision and legal rule is broad in this paper if it impacts
various individuals that may not share the same qualitative characteristics. While considerations
of broad scope in these other papers are about the extent of an action exerted, considerations of
scope in this paper are about the variation of cost type.
Third, this paper uses a numerical analysis approach to explore common law evolution
while the above papers tackle similar topics analytically. My decision to approach these
questions numerically via simulations is significant because this numerical exercise will
explicitly illustrate the incremental changes in the law over time. Furthermore, I can characterize
exactly when and where changes in the law reshaped the incentives that decision-makers faced,
as well as the non-monotonicity of those decisions. In general, a numerical approach allows more
flexibility in parameterizing and exploring different cases and scenarios. These are all things that
may not be as accessible through a purely analytic approach.
Lastly, this paper highlights additional factors beyond changes in the legal thresholds that
can affect the case flow. In particular, the heterogeneity of costs among individuals biases the
flow of cases into the court towards those that find it more costly to satisfy the legal standards
and conditions that determine no liability. In addition, the case flow is also impacted by the
probability of being in an accident, something that will depend on the level of effort exerted.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 presents the model
framework, characterizes the drivers’ decision-making, and discusses how the negligence
standard is devised. Sections 3 sets up and explores simulation results, characterizes the decision
making and evolution of the common law, discusses efficiency, and elaborates on how
representative the particular simulation is. Sections 4 consists of a discussion. Section 5
considers some extensions. Section 6 concludes.
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SECTION 2: MODEL
I. FRAMEWORK
This simulation is played between a court and 4 drivers (potential injurers) who are
subject to the court’s legal rule. In each accident period (instance where there is an accident), j =
1, 2, 3…cost minimizing drivers decide on a level of effort (𝑒𝑖 ) to exert in order to lower the
probability 𝑝(𝑒𝑖 ) of an accident that can cause a harm of a monetary value equal to D. Drivers
incur a constant marginal cost of 𝑤𝑖 with each level of effort exerted, drawn from a uniform
four-point distribution (1,2,4,5) prior to the beginning of the simulation. Central to my
simulation is a court with a legal rule that is based on a true negligence standard. This
negligence standard is set/exists a priori, based on the average of the ex-ante distribution of
effort costs in the economy. A negligence standard constitutes a threshold, 𝑁𝑆 ∗ , at and above
which any level of effort exerted absolves one of liability in the event of an accident, but below
which you are found negligent, and therefore liable for damages. In this model, my legal rule is
initially incomplete, in that it is characterized by uncertainty: the court does not immediately
observe the position of the true negligence standard, but they seek to uncover its true position
incrementally, through iterations of litigation.
The court starts with two thresholds, an upper and a lower legal threshold which surround
the a priori set true negligence standard, 𝑁𝑆 ∗ . Formally, the court begins with some initial legal
thresholds [𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 ] ϵ [0,1] such that 𝑁𝑆 ∗ ϵ [𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 ]. When the legal rule is incomplete, cases with
effort levels below the lower threshold (𝑎𝑗 ) are found negligent with certainty, and the Driver is
held liable to pay damages, 𝐷. In contrast, effort levels above the upper threshold (𝑏𝑗 ) are found
not negligent with certainty, and the Driver pays no damages. When cases and effort levels fall in
these domains, the case is resolved and the court learns nothing about the negligence standard
that it does not already know: in virtue of precedents set by past judicial rulings, this level of
effort constitutes negligence or non-negligence. Formally, the thresholds of the incomplete rule
do not change for the next period, [𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 ] = [𝑎𝑗+1 , 𝑏𝑗+1 ].
Now, consider the domain between this lower and upper threshold, called the
“ambiguous” region (SEE FIGURE 1) . When a case arises in this region the court, having no
prior precedent on the matter, conducts a trial and assesses the effort level. In doing so, the court
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receives a signal, learning whether the level of effort in this case satisfies the true negligence
standard or not. Note, the court still does not directly observe the position of the negligence
standard between the lower and upper threshold, but I assume that they costlessly acquire a
signal regarding the effort levels positioning relative to the true negligence standard. Upon the
signal discovery and ruling, the court updates the state of law and the thresholds of the
incomplete rule in order to accommodate this newfound knowledge. Assume that a driver gets in
an accident with an effort level 𝑒 that is in the ambiguous region. Suppose they are found
negligent. The court then must update the thresholds of the legal rule, adjusting the lower bound,
𝑎𝑗 , resulting in [𝑒 , 𝑏𝑗 ] = [𝑎𝑗+1 , 𝑏𝑗+1 ] in the next period. Notice that the upper bound 𝑏𝑗 does not
change. The individual was found negligent, and so we are assuming that the court learns
nothing about the level above which would leave someone not liable. Given this change in the
state of the law, drivers may modify the effort level they exert. Iterations of this process
constitute the evolution of the common law for this paper.

Figure 1

To fix the language and the ideas of this model framework, consider the following: In
Tucker (Guardian of) v. Asleson (1993), the Court of Appeal for British Columbia was tasked
with resolving a case involving a highway car accident. In examining and ruling the case, the
Court assessed whether the defendant was exercising an appropriate level of care while driving,
or if they had been negligent in failing to do so. This is equivalent to a case that arises in the
ambiguous region. What is also relevant in this case is the way the judge assessed the behaviour
of the defendant when determining if they were negligent: they considered things like whether
the driver was paying adequate attention to the road, were appropriately monitoring the speed of
their vehicle, or whether they exercised reasonable precaution.
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One way that we may determine concepts like appropriateness or reasonableness,
particularly in economics, is by considering the relevant costs and benefits associated with
engaging in an activity. So, when we consider whether someone has exercised reasonable care in
avoiding an accident, we are implicitly gauging whether the associated costs and benefits
relevant to taking care in a situation justify the level of care that in fact took place. I build this
assessment into the negligence standard for this paper’s model. Another feature of this case
worth highlighting involves a quote from Justice Southin, who explicitly cites a common
principle in matters related to negligence: “A driver's conduct must be judged by
the standards of normal persons and not by applying the standards of perfection…[and later]…
One must not set up a standard of perfection but apply the golden rule of a reasonable man”
(Tucker (Guardian of) v. Asleson, 1993, para. 34). This is a very important quote for this paper
because it highlights the realities of the court’s practices, particularly regarding negligence
standards. This will also motivate the new characterization of a broad scope in legal rules that
this paper adopts. This quote suggests that when a judge is confronted with a case about
negligence in, say driving, they assess the driver’s level of care against some abstract model or
reference of care. This emphasis on a broad standard of “normal” or “reasonable” in all these
cases is purposeful in the law. This reference doesn’t necessarily reflect any particular person,
but it is a useful tool for judicial decision-making, given the limited information and scarce
resources (time, evidence, etc.) accessible to a court. The court in this paper also demonstrates
this principle, particularly since the negligence standard it references is based on the ex-ante
average distribution of effort costs, and not any particular driver’s cost type. Overall, an
attraction of my model is that it accurately captures some of the practices and philosophies of
courts, particularly in the domain of negligence standards.
II. NARROW AND BROAD SCOPE
One central concept in this paper is the idea of scope in judicial rulings. These rulings
that change the law can be either narrow or broad in scope. Narrow rulings are ones made only to
the extent necessary to resolve a current case (Sunstein, 2006). In contrast, broad rulings are
decisions that have implications on other cases dissimilar to and beyond the current one. Baker
and Mezzetti (2012) are the first to formally model a court’s choice of narrow or broad ruling;
however, they focus primarily on the nature and development of judicial decision-making,
subject to time and resource constraints. In contrast, the court in this model costlessly learns
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whether a certain level of effort meets or falls short of the negligence standard, focusing more on
how agents take into account changes in the incomplete legal rule.
One primary argument in favour of a more narrow scope emphasizes that judges lack the
necessary knowledge required of future events in order to appropriately rule broadly (Sunstein,
2006). Since a narrow scope only extends the law as necessary, this incremental approach
relieves judges of making broad rulings that risk instantiating interpretations and precedents into
the law that turn out to be mistakes and costly to overturn. One criticism of narrow rulings is
that they leave too much uncertainty surrounding a law and its application. Therefore, in order to
provide greater applicability and predictability in the law, judges may favour ruling more broadly
(Scalia, 1989). This offers greater clarity to both policy makers and those under legal rule. To
summarize, there is a trade-off between broad and narrow rulings: broad rules reduce uncertainty
and increase predictability at the potential expense of misinterpretation, while narrow rules
increase precision and avoid error, but leave too much space for uncertainty (Fox & Vanberg,
2013). This paper explores similar matters and trade-offs of scope, but it reinterprets and
recharacterizes what constitutes narrow and broad scope in the negligence standards context.
I suggest that a broad ruling is one that makes changes in the law that impact multiple
different types of individuals. In the context of negligence standards, if individuals have various
effort costs, it should follow that in principle, different costs should face different negligence
standards. This is because the assessment of “appropriateness” using costs and benefits evidently
differs across individuals who vary in their cost constraints. In such a scenario, a broad scope in
a rule would be one that, despite the variation in types, subjects all individuals into one single
“broad” negligence standard. The intuition behind this is as follows: since the court typically has
limited information, resources, and opportunities to change the law or accurately observe
individual types, a court may opt to devise a legal rule that is all encompassing of the
heterogeneity in other qualitative facts. As a result, the court may take the event of any one cost
type being on trial as an opportunity to update the legal rule for other cost types as well,
incentivizing and nudging all other types closer to a broad negligence standard of care.
The quote by Justice Southin motivated earlier now becomes more relevant: recall that
the negligence standard in this model is based on the ex-ante average distribution of effort costs.
Given this, it is important to emphasize that this negligence standard is not a particular reflection
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of any one driver in my model. The court uses it as a general model or reference of a
“reasonable” person or driver, and it judges actual drivers based on this. It is in this sense that I
recharacterize the scope of a legal rule, and in particular, a broad rule. This differs in comparison
to the other paper I cite. A broad rule here is one in which multiple people with varying costs all
fall under the same negligence standard. In contrast, a broad rule in Parameswaran is focused on
linear changes/shifts in the thresholds that are greater than the shifts required by the case
decision. Considerations of scope in this paper are about the variation of type while
considerations of scope in the other papers are about the degrees of an action exerted.
Analytically, the difference between papers in definitions regarding scope is as follows:
Standard Approach as in Parameswaran (2018) and Fox and Vanberg (2013):
Narrow scope: 𝑎𝑗+1 = 𝑒 (if found guilty) or 𝑏𝑗+1 = 𝑒 (if found not guilty)
Broad scope: 𝑎𝑗+1 > 𝑒 𝑜𝑟 𝑏𝑗+1 < 𝑒
This model, given heterogenous cost types:
Narrow scope: separate negligence standard for each cost type (𝑁𝑆1∗ , 𝑁𝑆2∗ , 𝑁𝑆3∗ … ) with
separate sets of thresholds ([𝑎𝑗1 , 𝑏𝑗1 ], [𝑎𝑗2 , 𝑏𝑗2 ], [𝑎𝑗3 , 𝑏𝑗3 ], … ) covering each.
Broad scope: one negligence standard for all cost types (𝑁𝑆 ∗ ) with one set of thresholds
[𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 ] constituting a single incomplete rule.
This recharacterization will have important behavioural effects and implications for a legal rule
attempting to induce efficient effort. If the standard by which individuals are being assessed
refers to some abstract model that may not be reflective of the individual being assessed, then
some individuals’ costs and benefits will not be appropriately considered. I will address these
concerns in greater depth when I discuss my simulation results and efficiency in Section 3.
III. DRIVER I’s KEY EQUATIONS AND DECISION MAKING:
Each driver chooses a level of effort to minimize their cost of driving. The effort level
𝑒𝑖 (𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 ) 𝜖[0,1] is a function of the current legal thresholds, [𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 ]. For notational convenience,
I will suppress this functional dependence, but the reader should keep in mind that this choice
can change as the law evolves. Given an incomplete legal rule, a driver’s respective total cost is a
function of the marginal cost of effort and the expected cost of harm:
(1)

𝐶𝑖 = 𝑤𝑖 𝑒𝑖 (𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 ) + 𝑓(𝑒𝑖 (𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 ))
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𝑤𝑖 = is the marginal cost of effort
𝑒𝑖 (𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 ) = choice of level of effort
𝑓(𝑒𝑖 (𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 )) = expected cost of harm (2)

Where:

0
𝑓(𝑒𝑖 ) = {𝑔(𝑒𝑖 ) ∗ 𝑝(𝑒𝑖 ) ∗ 𝐷
𝑝(𝑒𝑖 ) ∗ 𝐷

(2)

𝑒𝑖 ≥ 𝑏 𝑗
𝑒𝑖 < 𝑏 𝑗 & 𝑒𝑖 > 𝑎 𝑗
𝑒𝑖 ≤ 𝑎 𝑗

𝑏 −𝑒

𝑔(𝑒𝑖 ) = 𝑏 𝑗−𝑎𝑖 ex ante probability of guilt given 𝑒𝑖

Where:

𝑗

𝑗

𝑝(𝑒𝑖 ) = (𝑒𝑖 − 1)2 probability of an accident given 𝑒𝑖
D = is the monetary value of harm.
(SEE FIGURE 2) The expected cost of harm (2) for driver i depends on whether the
driver has an accident and if so, whether they are found negligent or not or the likelihood that
they would be. While accidents are determined probabilistically, the probability of an accident is
a function of the level of effort, and it decreases as the driver exerts a higher level of effort. The
driver knows that if they exert effort below the lower threshold (𝑎𝑗 ), they will be found negligent
and liable for the entirety of the monetary value of harm (D) in the event of an accident. The
driver also knows that if they exert effort at or above the upper threshold 𝑏𝑗 , they will not be
found negligent or liable for any damages. If the driver exerts a level of effort in the ambiguous
region, then the expected cost of harm is a function of the ex-ante probability of being found
guilty. The closer the individual’s choice of effort in the ambiguous region is to the lower
threshold, the higher the ex-ante probability that they will be found negligent. As the individual
increases their level of effort, going from 𝑎𝑗 towards 𝑏𝑗 this ex-ante probability of guilt declines
until it hits zero once the effort level arrives at the upper threshold.

Figure 2
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Given this cost function, each driver decides on a level of effort to exert first by optimizing their
cost function at each interval of the legal rule, and then deciding the optimal effort level in the
region that results in the lowest total cost. Minimizing their cost function, driver i optimizes and
solves for 𝑒𝑖∗ at each interval:
𝑒𝑖 ≥ 𝑏𝑗

𝑏𝑗

(3) 𝑒𝑖∗ =

𝑤
2+𝑏𝑗 −√𝑏𝑗2 −2𝑏𝑗 +3( 𝑖 )(𝑏𝑗 −𝑎𝑗 )+1
𝐷

3

{

𝑤

1 − (2𝐷𝑖 )

𝑒𝑖 > 𝑎𝑗 & 𝑒𝑖 < 𝑏𝑗
𝑒𝑖 ≤ 𝑎𝑗

In the non-negligence region, each driver, regardless of the cost of effort, will exercise a
level of effort that is exactly equal to the upper threshold itself. This is because any additional
level of effort above 𝑏𝑗 only increases a driver’s total cost function and it doesn’t amount to any
reduction in the expected cost that they would face. As long as the driver exerts an effort level at
the upper threshold, they are not negligent. In the negligence region, the driver completely
internalizes the cost of harm. They exert the level of effort at which the marginal cost of a little
more effort exactly equals the marginal benefit of a reduction in the expected cost of harm.
In the ambiguous region, the driver’s decision also depends on their ex-ante probability
of being found guilty. Since there are no past precedents in the ambiguous region, the driver
gauges the likelihood that they will be found guilty if they exert effort in the ambiguous region.
This ex-ante probability of guilt is dependent on the positioning of the lower and upper
thresholds. In effect, in this region, a driver is gambling over the prospect of exerting a lower
level of effort (than necessary to avoid negligence with certainty) and being found not negligent
versus the prospect of being found negligent.
Overall, in deciding which level of optimized effort to exert, the individual compares the
total cost that they face in each region given the legal rule, and then accordingly decides
whichever level of optimal effort that results in the lowest total cost.
IV. A PRIORI NEGLIGENCE STANDARD:
The decisions of the court are based on a negligence standard that is set a priori, based on
the ex-ante average cost of effort. This negligence standard is applicable broadly to all drivers
and cost types. I assume that it is too costly for the court to distinguish or observe the cost types
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of drivers that go to court. The following is the derivation of the a priori negligence standard.
This is derived by the simulator, myself, not the court. The court aspires to achieve this outcome.
The ex-ante average distribution of effort costs is based on the upper and lower bounds of a fourpoint uniform distribution of costs ([1,2,4,5] each with equal probability):
𝑤
̅=

(𝑤𝑢 +𝑤𝑙 )
2

where: 𝑤𝑢 = 𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑤𝑙 = 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

(~P). The social objective is to minimize the total societal cost of actions for the ex-ante average
cost of effort1:

(4) 𝑆𝐶 = 𝑤
̅(∑4𝑖=1 𝑒𝑖 ) + (∑4𝑖=1 𝑝(𝑒𝑖 )) ∗ 𝐷

Minimizing the social cost, we set the marginal social cost of effort equal to the marginal social
benefit of reducing expected harm:
(5) 𝑤
̅ = −𝑝′ (𝑒𝑖 ) ∗ 𝐷
Since this is a broad legal rule, it is applied to all drivers regardless of their cost of effort. Therefore,
the a priori negligence standard is equal to:
̅
𝑤

(6) 𝑁𝑆 ∗ = 𝑒 ∗ = 1 − (2∗𝐷)
𝑁𝑆 ∗ serves as the true negligence standard, but it is initially unknown to the courts.
Based on past judicial decisions, the court only has knowledge over a lower and upper
threshold [𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 ] that surround the true negligence standard. To emphasize, the a priori true
negligence standard just derived is not a calculation that the court makes. It is not accurate to say
that the above is “the court’s problem”. What I have shown is what the court would do, if they
could optimize and devise a negligence standard based on the average cost. That is, given that
they wish to create a broad negligence standard, they would follow equations (4)-(6). Since I
1 Note: another way this can be done is by minimizing the total societal cost of actions with all regular costs but subject

to the constraint that all effort levels must be equal to one another. You will get the same answer for 𝑁𝑆 ∗ (if costs are
symmetrically distributed from a four-point distribution as in Section 3) and therefore Jensen’s inequality does not pose an issue
here. I use the above ex-ante average approach instead because I believe this better captures the intuition behind what courts in
reality are doing when they follow a broad rule. The court doesn’t just want everyone to behave the same way. They want them
to behave in a way that resembles some abstract “reasonable” model.
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assume they cannot accurately observe any information regarding cost types, the best they can do
is learn about this a priori negligence standard by examining cases and observing signals
regarding this problem. In sum, the court is an inference mechanism that is exploring problem
(~P) by viewing signals about effort levels’ relative positioning to the negligence standard. The
signals must be related to the problem for this inference mechanism to have any hope of
converging true value; as the simulator, I set the signal and the a priori negligence standard.

SECTION 3: SIMULATION
I. SIMULATION SETUP AND SEQUENCE
I obtain numerical results by simulating both the drivers’ optimal effort selection given
the legal rule and the mechanics by which the court decides on cases. To summarize the setup of
my model then, I will elaborate on how my simulation functions (see Appendix B. for explicit
code). The sequence of my simulation is as follows:
1. Model parameters are set: a priori negligence standard, initial legal threshold values,
monetary value of harm. Before beginning the simulation, I calculate and set the a priori true
negligence standard 𝑁𝑆 ∗ , as in equation (6). 𝑁𝑆 ∗ is the negligence standard for the entirety of the
simulation. I also set the values for the initial lower and upper threshold (e.g. [𝑎𝑜 = 0.4 , 𝑏𝑜 =
0.95]) manually. These initial threshold values are in some sense arbitrary, but I have set them
with the intention of depicting a legal rule characterized by uncertainty, although still with
negligence and non-negligence regions that it is initially aware. The intuition is that we are
watching the evolution of the common law after it has already evolved to some extent; therefore,
the court has at least some precedents from “past” judicial decisions. I also set the parameter for
the monetary value of harm, 𝐷 = 5 with no particular calibration. In sum, I calculate the true
negligence standard using the ex-ante average distribution of costs while I select all other
parameters without explicit calibration in order to simply illustrate the results. The parameter
values I choose do not significantly alter the dynamics I wish to explore; if changing initial
parameter values (𝑒. 𝑔. 𝑎𝑜 , 𝑏𝑜 , 𝐷) changes anything, it will be a difference of scale or speed of
convergence. The behavioural patterns and threshold trends do not differ significantly.
2. Each driver has a constant marginal cost of effort. Each driver draws their own respective,
marginal cost of effort, wi, from a four-point distribution [1,2,4,5]. Each cost of effort may be
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drawn with equal probability (0.25). This effort cost is fixed until the simulation ends. If Driver
One draws a cost of effort equal to 1, they will remain that cost type until the end of the
simulation. There are a total of 35 different combinations of cost types that can in principle be
drawn in the economy and simulated, given this four-point distribution. These various
combinations all may respectively lead to varying convergence patterns and equilibria. Below, I
illustrate one of these combinations, where all drivers are different cost types (Driver 1 with cost
= 1, Driver 2 with cost = 2, Driver 3 with cost = 4, and Driver 4 with cost = 5).2
3. Drivers choose their optimal level of effort, ei ϵ [0,1] given legal thresholds. The simulation
begins, and each driver optimizes over the different regions of the incomplete legal rule. I
simulate this by explicitly coding in equation (3) for each driver. Their decision is contingent on
their cost of effort (wi) and the current state of settled law [𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 ]. Given this, I have each
driver’s optimal effort level in each region feed back into their respective cost functions. Then I
code that the optimal effort a driver ultimately “chooses” is the one that results in the lowest total
cost in comparison to the optimal effort levels in the other regions. If the legal thresholds change,
drivers reoptimize again taking into account the updated thresholds [𝑎𝑗+1 , 𝑏𝑗+1 ]. Having said
this, the drivers are neither forward-looking, nor adaptive to past experiences. I assume that
drivers do not behave strategically with respect to the evolutionary process of the law. I find this
to be a safe assumption: most people take the law as given, and where they find problems in the
law, they use other means of changing it. Intuitively, individuals do not engage in an activity
itself in order to change the law, at least not in contexts of inflicting accidental harm.
4. Accident occurs with probability 𝑝(𝑒𝑖 ) and results in a legal dispute. Drivers each have a
probability of an accident given their effort level. The probability of an accident is a decreasing
function of effort, 𝑒𝑖 . Drivers continue driving until one of the them gets in an accident. I
simulate the occurrence of an accident by coding a sample draw in each period using the
probabilities of an accident and no accident for each driver respectively as weights. If Driver One
has a 5% probability of being in an accident given their level of effort, then when the sampling
code is run, there is a 5% chance that “Driver One gets in an accident” takes place. This code
2

This example can be interpreted as there being two high cost and two low cost drivers. I show this symmetric example because
it avoids questions like whether the number of drivers of one type being drawn (say three out of the four drivers are “high cost”)
at all significantly influences the flow of cases and the evolution that we might see in the simulation. While this is an interesting
question, for the scope of this paper, I focus on the fact of variation in types itself and not on how much variation there is.
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repeatedly samples among the drivers until one of the drivers is drawn, and this constitutes
“Driver i having an accident”. In the event of an accident, there is harm equal to some fixed
monetary value, D. I assume that some victim incurs this harm, but I do not explicitly model a
victim here. When an accident takes place, so does trial—court assesses the driver’s effort level.
5. Court reviews the dispute and assesses level of effort against the existing standard and legal
rule. The simulated court mechanism observes the case and decides on a ruling as I characterized
earlier in Section 2. Reviewing the case, the court learns whether that level of effort satisfies the
true negligence standard. This process is costless. If the effort level corresponding with the driver
that got in an accident was in the non-ambiguous region, the court does not learn anything that it
does not already know. In such cases, I code a conditional statement, simulating that the court
simply sees that the existing legal rule already states how such a case should be judged (based on
past precedents), and so they do not update the existing legal rule. As a result, [𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 ] =
[𝑎𝑗+1 , 𝑏𝑗+1 ]. This means that the drivers also face the same legal rule and so they do not change
their optimized behaviour in the next accident period (the next instance of an accident), since
they face the same information and incentives. If the case was in the ambiguous region, I code
another simple conditional statement which looks at the exerted level of effort and, depending on
whether it is below or above 𝑁𝑆 ∗ , the driver is found negligent or not negligent. This conditional
statement simulates a court receiving a “signal" about the effort level's positioning relative to the
true negligence standard. Given this discovery, the court updates the legal thresholds for the next
accident period (𝑗 + 1) in order to account for the newfound precedent. The code is written such
that if the effort level in the ambiguous region was found negligent, the lower threshold (𝑎𝑗 )
shifts right/up to the point where the case effort level stands (𝑎𝑗+1 = 𝑒𝑖 ). If it was found not
negligent, the upper threshold (𝑏𝑗 ) shifts left/down to where the effort level stands (𝑏𝑗+1 = 𝑒𝑖 ).
Given this change in the legal rule, the drivers decide on what level of effort they wish to exert.
This time, they face new information (updated legal thresholds) and therefore potentially
different incentives when choosing an optimal effort level. To clarify, my simulation doesn’t
explicitly model a court with an objective function and learning process. What I have done is
manually code the mechanism that I describe above, such that a “court” manually decides cases
when certain conditions (such as the relative positioning of the effort level) are satisfied.
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6. Repeat starting back at stage 3 until equilibrium or complete convergence. This simulation
sequence 3-5 loops and repeats until we reach an equilibrium, where an equilibrium is
characterized by all drivers finding it optimal to exert effort in the non-ambiguous regions of the
legal rule. This is an equilibrium because regardless of who is in an accident in that period, the
legal rule will not be updated in the next period, and therefore all drivers will face the same
incentives, and no one will change their behaviour (and then in that period, there will be no
change in the legal rule, etc.). Note that each time that there is an accident and a driver “goes to
court”, the court does not understand that they are encountering the same set of drivers in each
period. Effectively, all the court cares about and looks at is the effort level; they never learn
anything about the individual cost types. They technically are not even aware of the ex-ante
distribution of effort costs, since the true negligence standard 𝑁𝑆 ∗ is set a priori, and the court
only acquires a signal regarding an effort level’s relative positioning with respect to it. The only
possible instance where the court becomes aware of the true negligence standard 𝑁𝑆 ∗ , is when
and if the legal rule completely converges such that 𝑎𝑗 = 𝑏𝑗 (which implies 𝑎𝑗 = 𝑁𝑆 ∗ = 𝑏𝑗 ).
II. RESULTS: SINGLE SIMULATION
Here, I will illustrate one iteration of the simulation model. The initial parameter values that set
up the model were as follows:

Driver 1 cost of effort: 𝑤1 = 1
Driver 2 cost of effort: 𝑤2 = 2
Driver 3 cost of effort: 𝑤3 = 4
Driver 3 cost of effort: 𝑤4 = 5
The initial lower threshold: 𝑎(𝑗=0) = 0.4
The initial upper threshold: 𝑏(𝑗=0) = 0.95
Monetary value of harm: 𝐷 = 5

Figure (3) – This plot illustrates the evolution of the legal rule, showing have overtime and a series of
accidents, the lower and upper thresholds converge to the court’s negligence standard.
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Figure (4) here plots the decisions of effort levels for each driver at the time of an accident, given the legal rule
they were facing. It shows the same evolution of the legal rule as in Figure (3)

Notable events of single simulation (FIGURE 3):
Accident (1) – All drivers are in the ambiguous region: each driver is taking a gamble between
the prospect of having a lower total cost of effort and the prospect of potentially being found
negligent and incurring a penalty. In these early stages of the incomplete legal rule, effort levels
in the ambiguous region are attractive because the level of effort at which a driver can be certain
they will not be held liable (the upper threshold) is too high and therefore too costly. More
formally, the opportunity cost (or, equivalently, the benefit) of avoiding additional effort costs is
greater than the expected cost of harm/penalty, and as a result the drivers are willing to take the
gamble and exercise a level of effort that is less than the upper threshold.
Driver Four after accident 1 – After the lower threshold was updated following Accident 1,
Driver Four has decided to completely internalize the expected cost of harm, exerting a level of
effort in the negligence region that sets the marginal cost of effort equal to the marginal
reduction in the expected cost of harm. They do so for two reasons: First, the ambiguous region
is unattractive, because the total cost for Driver Four in the ambiguous region (the expected cost
of harm coupled with the marginally higher level of effort and its associated costs) is higher than
the total cost that they face in the negligence region. The second reason is because the upper
threshold is still too high, and so the non-negligence region level of effort is too costly to satisfy.
Note, Driver Four adjusts their behaviour given the update in the legal thresholds following
accident 1, but it was Driver Three that was actually in accident 1. This highlights an effect of
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broad rules: since all drivers are being held to the same negligence standard, it is possible that
another driver’s accident can result in a change in the legal thresholds, which in turn can reshape
the incentives faced by other drivers to exert effort. Here, Driver Three’s accident induces a
change in the law which pushes Driver Four into the negligence region.
Driver Three after accident 2 – Same rationale as Driver Four following accident 1 takes place
for Driver Three.
Driver One and Two During Accidents (1 – 14) – Notice that Driver One and Driver Two, who
have the two lowest costs, exert effort in the ambiguous region for a series of accidents. Not only
is it worth it for them to do so, but the fact that they have a low cost of effort means that they can
exert an effort level that is still relatively high, making their probability of an accident less
relative to the other drivers. This has important implications for case flow: these driver’s effort
levels are not assessed for over 12 accidents, and in this sense, the case flow is biased away and
towards those with higher costs of effort who cannot reduce their probability of an accident to
the same extent. Given this, the upper threshold does not change in the early periods of the
simulation. This differs from other papers like Parameswaran and Fox & Vanberg. In those
papers, the decisions of the agents are always automatically subject to assessment by the courts,
and so it is primarily changes in legal thresholds that determined future case flow. In this paper,
because individuals have some control over the likelihood that they will be in an accident, the
case flow is biased by the fact that certain individuals’ costs and behaviour make them more
likely than others to be in accidents and therefore face court assessment. In contrast, some
individuals are less likely to be in such positions, even if it may be informative for the court that
they are. This has implications for path-dependence as well: if drivers who are more likely to be
in an accident are of a certain type, they will more heavily shape how the law evolves,
particularly in the early stages of legal uncertainty. In this case, high cost types will more likely
alter the lower threshold than the upper. This is because when they exert effort in the ambiguous
region, their relatively lower effort not only means that they are more likely to be in an accident,
but they are more likely to exert effort in parts of the ambiguous region that constitute
negligence. This combination systematically changes the lower threshold more often than the
upper threshold. In sum, this simulation shows additional factors impacting case-flow and pathdependence, namely the heterogeneity in costs and the probability of getting in an accident itself.
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Driver One and Two and Accident 14/15 –Driver Two finally gets in an accident, and this
brings the upper threshold down. Notable changes include how Driver Three now finds it
attractive again to exert effort in the ambiguous region. Mathematically, the expected total cost
of operating in the ambiguous region with a moderately higher level of effort is less than the
expected total cost of operating below the lower threshold or at the upper threshold. The ex ante
probability of being found guilty is low enough to justify this decision. Another aspect worth
highlighting is that, because the upper threshold is now lower, Driver One can lower their effort
level down to the newly updated upper threshold. In other words, Driver One realizes that
exerting the same level of effort that they have been exerting in the past is now unfavourable.
They can easily lower their total cost by exerting less effort exactly at the updated upper
threshold, still maintaining with certainty that they will not be found negligent. Once again, this
is another example where another driver’s accident (Driver Two), results in changes to the law
that in turn reshape the incentives that other drivers face.
After Accident 19 – After Driver Three gets in accident 19, bringing down the upper threshold,
all drivers exert the same effort level exactly at the upper threshold. This safe level of effort is
chosen because the opportunity cost of avoiding effort costs in the ambiguous region is smaller
than the expected penalty of being found negligent there. This is true because the upper threshold
level of effort is now significantly low. It is worth it for all parties to incur a higher effort cost in
exchange for the certainty that they will not incur any liability. After this point, we have reached
an equilibrium, as all drivers are in the non-ambiguous region. Regardless of who gets in an
accident after this point, the law will not be updated; therefore, all drivers will face the same
legal rule, the same incentives, and will make the same decision. The law settles in its current
state. Note that the legal rule has not completely converged: there is still some residual
uncertainty about the exact whereabouts of the negligence standard.
III. EFFICIENCY
What is socially efficient in my model is the minimization of the expected cost of
accidents, subject to the costs of effort for each driver. Since all drivers independently decide
their own level of effort, the socially efficient level of effort for each driver is the point at which
the cost of an additional level of effort exactly equals the reduction in the expected cost of harm
resulting from an accident. If the court was able to perfectly distinguish and observe different
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cost types, they would set a negligence standard for each individual contingent on their
respective cost of effort. Under this paper’s reinterpretation of narrow and broad scope in rulings,
this constitutes a narrow rule: different types are assessed against different negligence standards.
The first best then consists of a court that can perfectly distinguish between cost types. The court
creates a negligence standard for each driver that induces each driver to set their level of effort at
their respective efficient level. This is the first best result. In this context, court’s objective is to
minimize the total societal cost of accidents:
4

4
(7) 𝑆𝐶 = (𝛴𝑖=1
(𝑤𝑖 𝑒𝑖 )) + 𝐷(∑𝑖=1 𝑝(𝑒𝑖 ))

Setting marginal social cost to the marginal social benefit of reducing expected harm:
(8) 𝑤𝑖 = − 𝑝′ (𝑒𝑖 ) ∗ 𝐷
Solving for the type specific negligence standard, 𝑁𝑆𝑖∗ , and the efficient level of care 𝑒𝑖∗ :
(9) 𝑁𝑆𝑖∗ = 𝑒𝑖∗ = 1 −

𝑤𝑖
2𝐷

Below in Figure (5) I show the extent to which a broader negligence standard incentivizes an
efficient level of care and to what extent it deviates from what would be individual negligence
standards (and therefore efficient levels of effort) for each driver. The dashed lines refer to the
efficient levels of effort for each driver, given their respective effort costs. Equivalently, they are
also the negligence standards 𝑁𝑆𝑖∗ that the court would set for each driver, if they could perfectly
distinguish between different cost types.

Figure 5
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Notable Matters of Efficiency (FIGURE 5)
Both Driver Three and Driver Four temporarily decide to exert their efficient level of
effort. This is because in those instances, it is neither attractive to exert the level of effort in the
ambiguous region nor the high level of effort that the upper bound demands for non-negligence.
These drivers completely internalize the potential cost of harm and simply optimize by setting
the marginal cost of effort equal to the marginal benefit of reduction in the expected cost of
harm.
Driver Two initially tracks their efficient level of effort closely; however, because they
are operating in the ambiguous region of the law, they decide to modestly lower their level of
effort relative to their efficient level in order to reap some benefits from effort costs forgone. As
the upper threshold falls, Driver Two takes advantage of the lower non-negligence threshold by
decreasing their level of effort. This draws them further away from their efficient effort level.
Driver One is never incentivized to exert their efficient level of care, because the a priori
negligence standard is significantly lower than their higher efficient level of care.
Before the simulation is in equilibrium, each driver deviates further from their efficient
effort level. For Driver Three and Driver Four, the upper threshold becomes low enough that it is
feasible for them to exert a high level of effort and avoid liability. For Drivers One and Two, the
upper threshold is now even lower which means they have no reason to operate at a higher level
of effort. In equilibrium, all driver’s decision-making is characterized by an inefficiency. For
Drivers Three and Four, their inefficiency is characterized by over exertion of effort while for the
Drivers One and Two, their inefficiency is characterized by a lack of effort. In sum, a broad legal
rule can potentially induce efficient effort levels for some drivers in interim periods, but when
the law converges to a certain extent, all drivers deviate from their efficient levels of effort.
This result may seem counterintuitive, as it suggests that the law induces inefficient
behaviour as legal uncertainty is explored and reduced. This, however, is not a bug in the model
or the court mechanism, but a feature of it. When distinguishing between different types is too
costly, a court may operate under the philosophy of a broad negligence standard by which all
different types are subject to. This decision, beyond satisfying the resource constraints that
motivate it, achieves the laws objective of inducing efficient behaviour, but only temporarily.
When the legal thresholds converge on this broad negligence standard, drivers that were
behaving efficiently as a result of the legal uncertainty in the past, capitalize on the opportunity
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to avoid liability (either completely or at a lower cost), at the expense of deviating from what is
efficient for them from a social perspective. A court thus must in principle trade-off the costs of
inefficiencies that may arise in the late stages of a converging broad rule with the costs of
providing and maintaining accurate narrow rules that each type can be subject to respectively.
IV. AVERAGE AND SPREAD
I now explore how representative is the evolution of the legal rule and the behavioural patterns
that the above simulation illustrates. I illustrate below the average and spread of my simulation
results (fixing the costs) across 100 different simulations. I plot the line of average values across
simulations at accident j. I also plot the spread of values at each accident across the iterations of
the simulation. I illustrate the spread with the maximum and minimum values (outer shading) as
well as the 20th and 80th percentile values (inner shading) of decisions across all simulations. I
first begin with the lower and upper thresholds.
Lower and Upper Thresholds

Here we can see that the variation in the lower threshold is modest: given two high cost
drivers who exert a relatively lower level of effort, they will be in more accidents early on in the
legal rule. As a result, the lower bound will on average converge more quickly to the court’s
negligence standard with little spread. In comparison, we can see that the upper threshold on
average takes longer to converge. This highlights how low cost drivers are able to exert a
relatively higher level of effort in the ambiguous region and as a result, are less frequently in
accidents. This leaves the court with less opportunity to assess their effort levels and change the
upper threshold. There is also, for the upper threshold, a wider spread of convergence towards
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the negligence standard, showcasing that the upper bound can take many varying paths of more
or less quickly tending towards the negligence standard initially before converging in the long
run. In some instances, by chance, a low cost driver may get into an accident very early in the
legal rule, quickly bringing down the upper threshold. In these instances, it may be likely that the
simulation reaches an equilibrium very quickly, since effort levels in the non-negligence region
become more feasible more quickly for all drivers. Note that even on average, the legal rule
never completely converges, and so the court does not uncover the true negligence standard.
Driver One

Driver One consistently exerted effort that was less than their efficient level given their
cost of effort. This is not surprising since Driver One is never incentivized to exert a higher level
of effort than what the upper threshold requires. On average, Driver One tracks the average
upper threshold while staying in the ambiguous region. At some point during this upper
convergence, Driver One decides that it is too risky to exert effort in the ambiguous region,
settling on the upper bound. The spread of Driver One’s decision-making across 100 simulations
suggests that the majority of the time, their decision-making largely takes place in the ambiguous
region. By having a very low cost of effort, Driver One can exert a relatively high level of effort
in the ambiguous region and be confident (in virtue of their ex-ante probability of guilt) that the
prospect of being found non-negligent is significantly more likely than being found negligent.
Only in extreme circumstances does driver one immediately lower their effort level near to the
negligence standard or do they actually increase their effort level, closer to their efficient level of
care.
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Driver Two

The average and spread of Driver Two’s decision making illustrates trends that are very similar
to Driver One. On average, they find operating in the ambiguous region to be the most attractive,
tracking the upper threshold as it declines until it converges to a significant extent, where they
settle on the upper bound. The spread particularly in the early stages of the legal rule (between
accidents about ~4 to 12) indicates that Driver Two’s effort level in the ambiguous is often close
their efficient effort level, although it is less frequent that they exactly select it. To this extent,
Driver Two’s effort level is at least more efficient than Driver One’s. Having said this, much like
Driver One, because the true negligence standard is below their efficient level of effort, Driver
Two always capitalizes on a falling upper threshold, lowering their level of effort. As a result,
Driver Two systematically under exerts effort, given their cost of effort.
Driver Three
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On average, Driver Three largely operates in the ambiguous region, finding the prospect of a
lower effort level (relative to the upper threshold) in the ambiguous region more attractive than
operating in the negligence region where they would exert effort efficiently but completely
internalize the cost of harm. As the upper threshold declines, Driver Three increases their level
of effort in the ambiguous region, tracking the upper threshold. While efficient effort still took
place across some simulations, in particular the earlier (accidents 5-10) stages of the simulations,
the spread between the 80th percentile and the 20th percentile suggests that this decision was not
the most common occurrence for Driver Three. This is especially true across simulations
following accident 10. Note the very strong tightening of the inner spread: This corresponds
well with my particular simulation example, where at some point when the upper threshold is
low enough, Driver Three suddenly exerts effort in the ambiguous region. They continue to exert
effort in that tightening ambiguous region until the upper threshold converges significantly
enough, where Driver Three then settles on the upper threshold. In sum, we can see that on
average Driver Three tended to exert a level of effort that was inefficient, in the sense that they
are over exerting effort, given their actual cost of effort.
Driver Four

For Driver Four, I have opted to illustrate only the percentile values at accident j across
the 100 simulations. The reason for doing so is because a depiction of an average trend would
misleadingly suggest a gradual increase in the Driver Four’s decision-making in the negligence
region. This is misleading because if the driver is in the negligence region, they are going to
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exert their efficient level of effort, full stop. There is no reason for a driver to exert effort that is
more than their efficient level in the negligence region since they would be increasing their effort
costs but still being held negligent and fully liable for damages. The only shading in this diagram
is the space between the minimum and maximum value. The simulation data suggests a bimodal
frequency distribution in Driver Fours decisions, where the peak in the negligence region
becomes smaller as the thresholds converge. In the earlier stages of the legal rule evolution
(Accidents 1-9), Driver Four exerts effort efficiently across 50% of the simulations that were run.
As the simulation lengths extended, we can see a smaller percentage of simulations in which
Driver Four continues to exert effort efficiently. For accidents after accident 25, in the well
majority (80%) of simulations, Driver Four no longer exerts efficient effort, either opting to
operate in the ambiguous region, or selecting the upper threshold level of effort, if it is low
enough. As the upper and lower thresholds converge, it is more likely that Driver Four will select
the upper threshold level of effort, exerting effort inefficiently (in excess, given their cost of
effort) in order to avoid negligence. This corroborates our particular example, where Driver Four
ended up jumping across the thresholds when the upper threshold had converged significantly.
4. DISCUSSION
The results of the simulation illustrate many dynamics this paper sought to explore. The
simulations illustrate that uncertainty in the law can motivate individuals to take risks. When the
space between the upper and lower thresholds was significantly wide, drivers all opt to risk a
lower level of effort in the ambiguous region, with the hope that they will be found not negligent.
As uncertainty in the legal rule declines, exerting effort in the ambiguous region becomes more
risky, and drivers decide to settle on exerting effort levels in areas of the law in which they know
the outcome with certainty.
These simulations further illustrate two additional factors beyond changes in the legal
thresholds that impact case flow and path dependence: heterogeneity of types and probabilistic
accidents. We see that high cost drivers consistently induce drastic early changes in the lower
threshold of the law, simply because they are more likely to have their relatively lower effort
levels assessed. Low cost drivers, on the other hand, can afford to exert relatively higher levels
of effort that lower their probability of an accident. This means that the upper threshold
systematically takes longer to adjust compared to the lower threshold, since the law has fewer
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immediate opportunities to assess low cost drivers. Path dependence and case flow in the law, in
sum, is biased away from low cost drivers towards high cost drivers who cannot afford to exert
higher levels of effort that lower their probability of an accident, or make it more likely that they
are found non-negligent.
These simulations also show that changes in the law can motivate certain drivers to
exercise efficient effort at least temporarily, given their cost of effort. In particular, when and
after the lower bound converges quickly, the state of the legal thresholds may induce higher cost
drivers to completely internalize the expected cost of harm by exerting effort efficiently in the
negligence region. This occurs because the upper threshold is still too high for them to afford
satisfying it and because the prospect of operating in the ambiguous region is not attractive.
Finally, these simulations also inform questions surrounding how scope can impact a
courts ability to induce efficient effort. When distinguishing between various types is too costly,
a court that subjects all cost types to a broad negligence standard may induce efficient behaviour
intermittently from some drivers, but it will motivate inefficient behaviour once the legal
thresholds have converged to a certain extent. This is fundamentally because the court is using an
abstract model of a “reasonable driver” for its negligence standard, and this reference does not
necessarily reflect or correspond to any particular driver whose behaviour is being assessed. As
the legal rule converges towards this broad negligence standard, it ends up invoking inefficient
decision-making in two ways: high cost drivers over-exert effort and low cost drivers under-exert
effort.
Now, given this systematic inefficiency of broad rules and standards, what accounts for
their extensive prevalence in the law? Courts may simply be confident that any behavioural
inefficiencies that arise from a broad scope are negligible compared to the costs of trying to
discover the individuals type. That is, although their broad negligence standards may not
explicitly correspond with any particular individual that they assess, it is in many instances close
enough to what would be an individual’s efficient level. Under this reasoning, the inefficiencies
that may arise due to a broad negligence standard are at least more palatable for the court to
tolerate rather than the costs associated with maintaining multiple narrow negligence standards
for each type.
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Recall the general trade-off between narrow and broad scope: a broad scope reduces
uncertainty in the law at the potential expense of instantiating mistaken rules. A narrow scope
largely avoid these kinds of errors, but leaves too much space for uncertainty (Fox & Vanberg,
2013). There is another trade-off here between the two kinds of scope. This trade-off involves
how costly it is for a court to distinguish between types. Although this idea has been posited as
an assumption, it very clearly can be intuited as a reality. Imagine a court or legal system that
attempts to assess each individual’s behaviour on the basis of that particular individual’s
constraints and capabilities, and to do so accurately. That is, every time a judge considers
whether an individual was negligent, the judge must uncover the individual’s type among all
available types and assess them against their narrow negligence standard. Without belabouring
this point too much, it is clear that a legal regime that purports to set a narrow negligence
standard for each cost type will be difficult and costly to both setup and maintain. Courts do not
have endless access to information or resources to uncover facts about individuals, let alone their
constraints. Not only will it likely be impossible for courts to acquire an accurate picture of
separate types, but clearly individuals have incentives to misrepresent themselves and signal as
certain types over others. This only adds further noise to the courts attempt at accurately
distinguishing types. In light of this, while a broad rule may induce inefficient behaviour over
time, we should not ignore that distinguishing between cost types is extremely costly as well.
This all suggests that a court should in principle consider another trade-off between
narrow and broad scope: a series of narrow rules (see equation (9)) that are representative of each
cost type will likely induce more efficient behaviour by each type, but potentially at very high
maintenance and setup costs. Broad rules on the other hand, avoid such high ongoing procedural
costs but potentially face other costs that arise due to inefficient decision-making. In sum, this
model also contributes to the discussions over narrow and broad scope, suggesting not only
another interpretation of narrow and broad scope worth exploring, but another trade-off worth
considering: costs of setting up and maintaining narrow rules/negligence standards for each cost
type versus the costs of inefficient effort exertion under a broad rule and standard for all types.
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5. EXTENSIONS
Parameswaran’s and Fox & Vanberg’s Broad Scope
In this paper, I recharacterized the definitions of narrow and broad scope in order to focus
on variation in cost types, as opposed to differences in degrees of action exerted. Despite this, it
is possible to incorporate the other papers’ interpretations of broad scope. My simulation can be
modified to allow for a “fudge factor”, which allows the court mechanism to make changes in
the law that are more than what is a necessary change in thresholds following a ruling. For
example, while currently in my simulation, a case that is found to be not negligent in the
ambiguous region updates the legal thresholds such that [𝑎𝑗 , 𝑒𝑖 ] = [𝑎𝑗+1 , 𝑏𝑗+1 ], the simulation
code can easily be modified such that [𝑎𝑗 , (𝑒𝑖 − 𝑓)] = [𝑎𝑗+1 , 𝑏𝑗+1 ], where 𝑓 is some positive
value between 0 and (𝑒𝑖 − 𝑎𝑗 ). With this, I can explore how various extents of broad scope
(values of 𝑓) can impact the court’s case flow and its ability to induce efficient care. One
limitation with this may be that only I, as the simulator, can set and adjust 𝑓. Since I do not
explicitly model a court with an objective function, this simulation model is not able to
characterize a court deciding between making a narrow or broad change in the legal thresholds.
In sum, it is possible to include and explore the definition of broad scope in rulings as explained
by Parameswaran and Fox & Vanberg in my simulation, but with some qualifications.
Comparative Negligence
In this paper, I look at the evolution of the common law in the context of a very particular
type of negligence standard, usually called “simple negligence” in legal contexts. It is worth
acknowledging that there are various kinds of negligence standards, many of which this
numerical model can potentially explore. One is comparative negligence. This type of negligence
regime examines and assesses behaviour of all parties involved in an accident, and then assigns a
proportion of liability to each party that was negligent. Here, assessment of negligence is not
only a question of whether someone was negligent, but to what extent they were negligent. For
example, assume that Driver Three gets into an accident with a pedestrian, and respectively they
each exert effort levels of 𝑒3 = 0.4 and 𝑒𝑝 = 0.55. Now assume that the broad negligence
standard is 𝑁𝑆 ∗ = 0.7. Given this, both Driver Three and the pedestrian will be found negligent
and liable for damages; however, under a comparative negligence regime, their respective
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proportion of liability for damages will depend on the extent to which they were negligent. In
this case, Driver Three will be assigned a higher proportion of liability for damages than the
pedestrian. A limitation of this model is that I do not explicitly model a victim/pedestrian making
decisions about effort. However, it is possible to modify the model to include a proportion of
liability variable for the driver, 𝑚𝑖 (𝑒𝑖 ) , something they consider when deciding on their level of
effort. This variable may be a prediction or belief by the driver regarding the proportion of
liability that they may face in the ambiguous region, and the proportion of liability that they will
face with certainty, if they are in the negligence region. Such an addition into the model would
have significant behavioural implications. If a finding of negligence and liability is not only
based on whether you satisfied the standard, but in the event that you didn’t, the extent that you
failed to satisfy it, the incentives for exerting effort have significantly changed, particularly in the
negligence region. This is because, increasing your effort level, even in the negligence region,
lowers the proportion 𝑚𝑖 of liability with certainty. It is only when you begin operating in the
ambiguous region, when the proportion of liability becomes a prediction and probability
variable. There it becomes contingent on both the effort level and the legal thresholds, much like
the ex-ante probability of guilty (see equation (2)). Exploring by simulation how this additional
variable and a comparative negligence standard may impact different drivers’ with varying effort
costs decision-making would be a fruitful extension of this paper.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper provides a model that captures many of the realities and complexities that
court’s face in the context of negligence standards. The model explores, shows, and discusses
many dynamics between agents’ behaviour and a changing law. When the negligence standard is
broad, ambiguity in the law is great, and effort is costly, individuals will take a risk and put in
less effort in the ambiguous region than what the non-negligence threshold requires. As the
uncertainty in the law declines, the ambiguous region becomes less attractive and drivers either
decide to completely internalize the expected cost of harm or wait for the opportunity to avoid
liability altogether. This in sum illustrates the non- monotonicity of drivers’ decisions, motivated
by the changes in the legal thresholds that shift and reshape drivers’ incentives. This model
further shows that there are also additional factors beyond changes in the legal thresholds that
can affect case flow and path dependence: the heterogeneity of costs and varying probabilities of
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accidents. While this paper focuses on drivers getting in accidents, the discussions regarding the
relevance of heterogeneity of costs as well as probabilistic harm can be transferred to other
domains of law that are concerned with negligence and accidental harm. When it comes to
efficiency, a broad legal rule may induce efficient behaviour for some people temporarily, but as
the law converges to the true negligence standard, effort levels may become inefficient. If a court
is deciding between a narrow or broad philosophy of negligence standards, they must weigh the
setup and maintenance costs of operating several negligence standards for each cost type against
the inefficiencies that may arise as a result of subjecting individuals with different constraints to
the same abstract standard.
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APPENDIX A. Driver’s Piecewise Optimization (1) – (3)
Non Negligence Region
If 𝑒𝑖 > 𝑏𝑗

Note: for simplicity, 𝑒𝑖 (𝑎𝑗 , 𝑏𝑗 ) = 𝑒𝑖

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛

𝐶𝑖 = 𝑤𝑖 𝑒𝑖
If 𝑒𝑖 ≥ 𝑏𝑗 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 (3) 𝑓(𝑒𝑖 ) = 0
𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑛

(𝐶𝑖 (𝑒𝑖 > 𝑏𝑗 )) > 𝐶𝑖 (𝑒𝑖 = 𝑏𝑗 )
𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒,
𝑒𝑖∗ = 𝑏𝑗

Ambiguous Region
If 𝑒𝑖 > 𝑎𝑗 & 𝑒𝑖 < 𝑏𝑗

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐶𝑖 = 𝑤𝑖 𝑒𝑖 + 𝑝(𝑒𝑖 ) ∗ 𝑔(𝑒𝑖 ) ∗ 𝐷 = 𝑤𝑖 𝑒𝑖 + (𝑒𝑖 − 1)2 ∗

𝜕𝐶𝑖
=0→
𝜕𝑒𝑖

𝑤𝑖 + (−

(𝑏𝑗 −𝑒𝑖 )
𝑏𝑗 −𝑎𝑗

∗𝐷

𝑏𝑗 − 𝑒𝑖
1
∗ (𝑒𝑖 − 1)2 +
∗ 2(𝑒𝑖 − 1)) ∗ 𝐷 = 0
𝑏𝑗 − 𝑎𝑗
𝑏𝑗 − 𝑎𝑗

1
∗ 𝐷 ∗ (𝑒𝑖 − 1) ∗ (−(𝑒𝑖 − 1) + 2(𝑏𝑗 − 𝑒𝑖 )) = 0
𝑏𝑗 − 𝑎𝑗
𝑤𝑖
(𝑒𝑖 − 1) ∗ (−3𝑒𝑖 + 2𝑏𝑗 + 1) = − ∗ (𝑏𝑗 − 𝑎𝑗 )
𝐷
𝑤𝑖
−3𝑒𝑖2 + 2𝑏𝑡 𝑒𝑖 + 𝑒𝑖 + 3𝑒𝑖 − 2𝑏𝑗 − 1 = − ∗ (𝑏𝑗 − 𝑎𝑗 )
𝐷
𝑤
𝑖
3𝑒𝑖2 − (2𝑏𝑗 + 4)𝑒𝑖 + (1 + 2𝑏𝑗 − ∗ (𝑏𝑗 − 𝑎𝑗 )) = 0
𝐷

𝑤𝑖 +

By the quadratic formula:
2
𝑤
((2𝑏𝑗 + 4) ± √(−(2𝑏𝑗 + 4)) − 4(3)(1 + 2𝑏𝑗 − 𝐷𝑖 (𝑏𝑗 − 𝑎𝑗 )))

𝑒𝑖∗ =

Which simplifies to:

2(3)

𝑒𝑖∗ =

𝑤
((2 + 𝑏𝑗 ) ± √𝑏𝑗2 − 2𝑏𝑗 + 3 ∗ 𝐷𝑖 (𝑏𝑗 − 𝑎𝑗 ) + 1 )
3

Finding which root satisfies 𝑒𝑖∗ ∈ [0,1] and is a minimum for all 0 ≤ 𝑎 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 1.
Second Derivative(*)

𝜕2 𝐶𝑖
𝜕𝑒𝑖

>0→

−6𝑒𝑖 + (2𝑏𝑗 + 4) > 0

Testing negative root in the second derivative:
𝑤

(-) Plugging in negative root to (*)

−6 (

2+𝑏𝑗 −√𝑏2𝑗 −2𝑏𝑗 +3( 𝑖 )(𝑏𝑗 −𝑎𝑗 )+1
𝐷

3

) + 2𝑏𝑗 + 4 > 0
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(-)

→

𝑤

2√𝑏𝑗2 − 2𝑏𝑗 + 3 ( 𝑖 ) (𝑏𝑗 − 𝑎𝑗 ) + 1 > 0

(A)

𝐷

(A) Is satisfied if
(B)
(𝑏𝑗2 + 1) > 2𝑏𝑗
Or

If

𝑏𝑗 = 𝑎𝑗

𝑤
𝐷

If

𝑏𝑗 > 𝑎𝑗

(C)

(𝑏𝑗2 + 1 + 3( 𝑖)(𝑏𝑗 − 𝑎𝑗 )) > 2𝑏𝑗

(B) is satisfied for all 𝑏𝑗 ∈ [0,1)
By implication, (C) is satisfied for all 𝑏𝑗 ∈ [0,1)
Where 𝑏𝑗 = 1, condition (C) is satisfied where 𝑏𝑗 > 𝑎𝑗
Therefore (A) is satisfied for all 𝑏𝑗 ∈ [0,1] where 𝑏𝑗 > 𝑎𝑗 and for all 𝑏𝑗 ∈ [0,1) where 𝑏𝑗 = 𝑎𝑗
Therefore, except for the case of 𝑏𝑗 = 1 and 𝑎𝑗 = 1 the negative root of 𝑒𝑖∗ constitutes a minimum
Same process for the positive root shows that the positive root of 𝑒𝑖∗ is a maximum under the same
conditions.
Test:
Suppose 𝑏𝑗 = 0.95, 𝑎𝑗 = 0.4, 𝐷 = 5, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑤𝑖 = 2 Then 𝑒𝑖∗ =
(1) Positive root:

2.95+√0.6625
=
= 1.255
3
2.95−√0.6625
𝑒𝑖∗ =
= 0.712
3

𝑒𝑖∗

(2) Negative root:

→

2.95±√0.6625
3

(*) −6(1.255) + (2(0.95) + 4) = −1.628 < 0
→

(*) −6(0.712) + (2(0.95) + 4) = 1.628 > 0

(2) Satisfies 𝑒𝑖∗ ∈ [0,1] and the second derivative is positive, so 𝑒𝑖∗ with the negative root is a minimum.
Negligence Region
If 𝑒𝑖 ≤ 𝑎𝑗

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛
𝜕𝐶𝑖
𝜕𝑒𝑖

=0→

𝐶𝑖 = 𝑤𝑖 𝑒𝑖 + 𝑝(𝑒𝑖 ) ∗ 𝐷 = 𝑤𝑖 𝑒𝑖 + (𝑒𝑖 − 1)2 ∗ 𝐷

𝑤𝑖 + 2(𝑒𝑖 − 1) ∗ 𝐷 = 0
𝑤𝑖
2𝐷
𝑤
1 − 2𝐷𝑖

𝑒𝑖 − 1 = −
𝑒𝑖∗ =
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APPENDIX B. Simulation Code (RStudio)
I recommend running this on RMarkdown if possible as the matrices for function tibble look better; RScript works fine, however. This
initial chunk of code is preliminary setup for the simulation. It largely consists of defining parameter values, setting the a priori
negligence standard, and creating empty vectors that will serve as placeholders for aggregating results from and across simulations.
```{r}
## Monetary value of harm from accident
D <- 5
## Maximum and minimum effort costs
maxw <- 5
minw <- 1
## Ex-ante average distribution cost of effort
wbar <- (maxw+minw)/2
#True a priori negligece standard based on ex-ante average of distribution of cost of effort
NSstar <- 1 - wbar/(2*D)
## Number (100) of simulations run in the loo[
iteration <- (1:100)
## Series of empty vectors used later for aggregating values from each simulation. In order of appearance,
we have vector of driver 1
age1 <- c()
age2 <- c()
age3 <- c()
age4 <- c()
aga <- c()
agb <- c()
## Series of empty vectors used later for aggregating drawn costs by each driver in each simulation.
w1 <- c()
w2 <- c()
w3 <- c()
w4 <- c()
```
This chunk of code consists of a step-by-step outline of the sequnce of play for iteration number of simulations.
```{r}
#The simulation is encapsulated by a for-loop that repeats the simulation for the number of iterations tha
t is set above.
for (i in iteration) {
# Before the simulation begins, I create a series of empty vectors that serve as placeholders for the chan
ges in the legal threshold and the decisions of each driver. I also create These are all encapsulated by a
"reset" call object, which resets all the vectors back to their empty forms for the next iteration/run-thr
ough of the simulation.
reset <- {
j <- 1
a <- c() #lower bound of belief in NSstar
b <- c() #upper bound of belief in NSstar
e1
e2
e3
e4

<<<<-

c()
c()
c()
c()

e

<- c()

#empty vector of driver one's decisions

#two empty vectors that will serve as placeholders for effort levels of drivers that get in a
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n accident
eaccident <- c()
#w1[i]
#w2[i]
#w3[i]
#w4[i]

<<<<-

sample(c(1,2,4,5),size
sample(c(1,2,4,5),size
sample(c(1,2,4,5),size
sample(c(1,2,4,5),size

=
=
=
=

1,
1,
1,
1,

replace
replace
replace
replace

=
=
=
=

TRUE,
TRUE,
TRUE,
TRUE,

prob
prob
prob
prob

=
=
=
=

c(0.25,0.25,0.25,0.25))
c(0.25,0.25,0.25,0.25))
c(0.25,0.25,0.25,0.25))
c(0.25,0.25,0.25,0.25))

# Each driver has a constant marginal cost of effort. This constant marginal cost will be fixed for
the entirety of the simulation. Note, there are 35 different combinations that can be explored if costs ar
e drawn from a four point distribution of costs (1,2,4,5). The code for that above. I fix the costs here t
o the symmetric draw so that you can replicate what I illustrate in the paper.
w1[i] <- 1
w2[i] <- 2
w3[i] <- 4
w4[i] <- 5
# The narrow
their marginal
NSestar1 = 1 NSestar2 = 1 NSestar3 = 1 NSestar4 = 1 -

negligence standards (equivalently the efficient level of effort) for each driver i, given
cost of effort.
w1[length(w1)]/(2*D)
w2[length(w1)]/(2*D)
w3[length(w1)]/(2*D)
w4[length(w1)]/(2*D)

}
# Below is a while-loop imbedded within the for-loop above. This is the main sequence of play in the simul
ation, covering stages 3.-- 6. highlighted in the paper. This while-loop begins by setting the initial leg
al bounds, in this case the lower threshold a[j]=0.4 and the upper threshold b[j] = 0.95. The object e[j]
can be interpreted as the "effort level that is associated with an accident" at accident j. It is initiall
y assigned a value of zero, since it is the beginning of the simulation and no driver has gotten in an acc
ident.
while (TRUE){
if(j==1){a[j]=0.40;b[j]=0.95}
e[j] <- 0
##Drivers problem: each driver optimizes in each region of the incomplete legal rule -- piecewise optim
ization (see equation (3) in section III. Driver's Key Equations). First object ei1 is in neglgience regio
n (e<=a), second object (ei2) is in ambiguous region (a<e<b), and third object ei3 is in the non-negligenc
e region when (e>=b). Objects ci1 -- ci3 correspond to the total costs of each driver in each region, when
I feed back their piece-wise optimized level of effort back into their cost function.

## Driver One
e11 <- (1-(w1[i]/(2*D)))
e12 <- ((2+b[j])-sqrt((b[j]^2)-2*b[j]+1+3*(w1[i]/D)*(b[j]-a[j])))/3
e13 <- b[j]
c11 <- (w1[i]*e11)+(((e11-1)^2)*D)
c12 <- (w1[i]*e12)+(((e12-1)^2)*((b[j]-e12)/(b[j]-a[j]))*D)
c13 <- w1[i]*e13
## Same for Driver Two
e21 <- (1-(w2[i]/(2*D)))
e22 <- ((2+b[j])-sqrt((b[j]^2)-2*b[j]+1+3*(w2[i]/D)*(b[j]-a[j])))/3
e23 <- b[j]
c21 <- (w2[i]*e21)+(((e21-1)^2)*D)
c22 <- (w2[i]*e22)+(((e22-1)^2)*((b[j]-e22)/(b[j]-a[j]))*D)
c23 <- w2[i]*e23
## Same for Driver Three
e31 <- (1-(w3[i]/(2*D)))
e32 <- ((2+b[j])-sqrt((b[j]^2)-2*b[j]+1+3*(w3[i]/D)*(b[j]-a[j])))/3
e33 <- b[j]
c31 <- (w3[i]*e31)+(((e31-1)^2)*D)
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c32 <- (w3[i]*e32)+(((e32-1)^2)*((b[j]-e32)/(b[j]-a[j]))*D)
c33 <- w3[i]*e33
## Same for Driver Four
e41 <- (1-(w4[i]/(2*D)))
e42 <- ((2+b[j])-sqrt((b[j]^2)-2*b[j]+1+3*(w4[i]/D)*(b[j]-a[j])))/3
e43 <- b[j]
c41 <- (w4[i]*e41)+(((e41-1)^2)*D)
c42 <- (w4[i]*e42)+(((e42-1)^2)*((b[j]-e42)/(b[j]-a[j]))*D)
c43 <- w4[i]*e43
## These lines of code portray each driver "identifying" the region with the lowest total cost.
c1star <- min(c11,c12,c13)
c2star <- min(c21,c22,c23)
c3star <- min(c31,c32,c33)
c4star <- min(c41,c42,c43)
## These conditional statements below depict each driver "selecting" for this accident period (j) their
optimal level of effort that corresponds with the lowest total cost that they "identified" just above.
e1[j] <- if(c1star==c11){e11} else if(c1star==c12 & (e12 < e13)){e12} else if(c1star==c13 || (e12 >= e13
)){e13}
e2[j] <- if(c2star==c21){e21} else if(c2star==c22 & (e22 < e23)){e22} else if(c2star==c23 || (e22 >= e23
)){e23}
e3[j] <- if(c3star==c31){e31} else if(c3star==c32 & (e32 < e33)){e32} else if(c3star==c33 || (e32 >= e33
)){e33}
e4[j] <- if(c4star==c41){e41} else if(c4star==c42 & (e42 < e43)){e42} else if(c4star==c43 || (e42 >= e43
)){e43}
## Each Driver's selected optimal effort level is fed back into an object and function that defines thei
r respective probability of an accident and probability of no accident.
proba1 <- function(e1){(e1[j]-1)^2} #probability of accident only given Driver One's effort level.
probn1 <- 1 - proba1(e1)
#probability of not getting in an accident given Driver One's effort level
proba2 <- function(e2){(e2[j]-1)^2}
probn2<- 1 - proba2(e2)
proba3 <- function(e3){(e3[j]-1)^2}
probn3<- 1 - proba3(e3)
proba4 <- function(e4){(e4[j]-1)^2}
probn4<- 1 - proba4(e4)
## Using the probabilities of an accident and no accident made into objects above, I create a while-loop
which continuously samples from a selection of outcomes that can be interpreted respectively as "Driver i
gets in an accident" or "no one gets in an accident" (these are all the zeros).
##Each of these outcomes are weighted by their respective probabilities that were defined above, given t
he effort level that each driver selected. When the sum of the series of probability weights included in a
sample function is greater than 1, the sample function automatically normalizes the probabilities such tha
t they sum to one.
##In sum, each driver respectively has a probability of an accident, and this while-loop repeatedly samp
les using these probabilities until one driver is selected as "having an accident".
while(e[j]!="e1[j]" & e[j]!="e2[j]" & e[j] != "e3[j]" & e[j] != "e4[j]"){e[j] = sample(c("e1[j]","e2[j]",
"e3[j]","e4[j]",0,0,0,0),size = 1, replace = TRUE, prob = c(proba1(e1),proba2(e2), proba3(e3),proba4(e4),
probn1, probn2, probn3, probn4))}
show(e[j])
eaccident[j]<-{if(e[j]=="e1[j]"){"Driver 1"}
else if(e[j]=="e2[j]"){"Driver 2"}
else if(e[j]=="e3[j]"){"Driver 3"}
else if(e[j]=="e4[j]"){"Driver 4"}}
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### Below is a logistic bit of code that converts the accident-effort-level from a character format into t
heir numerical form
if (e[j]=="e1[j]"){e[j] = e1[j];e = as.numeric(e)} else if (e[j]=="e2[j]"){e[j] = e2[j];e = as.numeric(e)}
else if (e[j]=="e3[j]"){e[j] = e3[j];e = as.numeric(e)} else if (e[j]=="e4[j]"){e[j] = e4[j];e = as.numeri
c(e)}
### ex-ante probability of being found guilty given e in the ambiguous region
probg <- function(e,a,b){(b[j]-e[j])/(b[j]-a[j])}
### ex-ante probability of being found innocent given e in the ambiguous region
probi <- function(e,a,b){1-probg(e,a,b)}
### To simulate a court's ruling and inference mechanics, I create an object ```rulings``` that consists o
f a series of conditional statements: if effort level is in the non-ambiguous regions, court automatically
"knows" whether a driver is negligent or not negligent by looking at the existing thresholds and the drive
r's effort level. If effort level is in the ambiguous region, I assume that the court "receives a signal"
(via another conditional statement) regarding the effort level's positioning relative to the true negligen
ce standard, NSstar. With this signal, the court "decides" on whether the individual is guilty (and theref
ore negligent) or not guilty (not negligent).
rulings <- if(e[j]>=b[j]){ruling = print("Not Negligent")
} else if(e[j]<=a[j]) {ruling = print("Negligent")
} else if(e[j]>a[j] & e[j]<b[j]) {ruling = if(e[j]<NSstar){"guilty"} else if(e[j]>=NSstar){"not guilty"}
; show(ruling)}
### Depending on the value that the object ```rulings``` above takes, the court either changes the legal t
hresholds or it doesn't, once again via another series of conditional statements. If the effort level was
in the ambiguous region and it was found "guilty", then the lower threshold is updated and the upper thres
hold does not change. If the effort level was in the ambiguous region and it was found "not guilty", then
the upper threshold is updated and the lower threshold does not change. If the effort level was in the non
-ambiguous regions, then the legal thresholds do not change.
if(ruling == "guilty") {a[j+1] = e[j]; b[j+1] = b[j]} else if (ruling == "not guilty") {b[j+1] = (e[j]);
a[j+1]=a[j]} else {a[j+1]=a[j]; b[j+1] = b[j]; print("thresholds unchanged")}
#Rounding all variables and also adding a floating margin of error before checking is certain equilibrium
conditions are satisfied--sometimes discrepancies and "floating points" in R code execution may result in
less than exact output and objects.
e <- round(e,digits= 5)
e1 <- round(e1,digits = 5)
e2 <- round(e2, digits = 5)
e3 <- round(e3, digits = 5)
e4 <- round(e4, digits = 5)
a <- round(a, digits = 5)
b <- round(b, digits = 5)
float <- 0.00009
lower_limit <- e - float
upper_limit <- e + float
## Below are a series of equilibrium conditions that must be satisfied in order for the while-loop that ki
cks off this simulation is broken and stopped. If one of these conditions is not satisfied, then the loop
continues, starting with each driver once again optimizing across all regions given the state of legal thr
esholds (which may or may not be updated) and selecting an optimal effort level that results in the lowest
total cost... etc. The series of equilibrium conditions in order of appearance are as follows:
#1. Legal thresholds do not change.
#2. All effort level values in the current accident period (NOT all drivers. This means that in the instan
ce where all drivers select the same effort level, only one of them needs to get in an accident with that
effort level in order for this condition to be satisfied) have been in an accident either in this accident
period or before and therefore beenn assessed. and
#3. All effort levels selected in the current accident period are in the non-ambiguous regions.
##Technically, only equilibrium condition 3. is absolutely necessary for the simulation to be in an equili
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birum. However, in addition to avoiding floating point errors, I think it is valuable to include these oth
er conditions so that the simulation results show at least one accident period of equilibrium play, illust
rating with certainty that we have reached an equilibrium.
if((a[j+1]==a[j]) && (b[j+1] == b[j]) && (all(sapply(c(e1[j], e2[j], e3[j],e4[j]), function(c) any(c >=
lower_limit & c <= upper_limit)))) && ((e1[j] <= a[j]) | (e1[j] >= b[j])) && ((e2[j] <= a[j]) | (e2[j] >=
b[j])) && ((e3[j] <= a[j]) | (e3[j] >= b[j])) && ((e4[j] <= a[j]) | (e4[j] >= b[j]))){break} else {print("
not equilibrium")}
j<- j+1
}
##If all equilibrium conditions are satisfied, we break out of the while-loop: the following phrase is pri
nted and all the vectors and their associated values for this simulation are deposited into another vector
that serves the function of aggregating each simulation result. If the object ```iterations``` is greater
than one (say, 100) another iteration of the simulation is begun, starting with the ```reset``` object at
the beginning of this chunk of code; after words, the entire simulation process begins again, starting wit
h the initial legal thresholds at j==1.
print("Simulation End")
age1[[i]] <- e1
age2[[i]] <- e2
age3[[i]] <- e3
age4[[i]] <- e4
aga[[i]] <- a
agb[[i]] <- b
}
```

```{r}
#### DATA SUMMARIZATION
ne1 = c()
ne2 = c()
ne3 = c()
ne4 = c()
ana = c()
nb = c()
nna = c()
## Here for each vector of vectors for a choice variable or legal threshold, I derive the length of each v
ector within agei. Given this, I find out which one has the highest length, and I also figure out how many
elements I need to pad or fill in for each vector. So if the vector has length 4 but the max vector has le
ngth 8, i know that I have to fill elements 4 to 8 for the first vector in order to make them all equal le
ngth in the matrix. I pad/fill them with the equilibrium choice of the driver, right before the simulation
closed (this would be the last element of their choice vector).
############################
for (i in iteration){
ne1[i] = length(age1[[i]])
}
me1 = max(ne1)
for (i in iteration){
age1[[i]][ne1[i]:me1] = age1[[i]][length(age1[[i]])]
}
cage1 = do.call(cbind,age1)
#########################
for (i in iteration){
ne2[i] = length(age2[[i]])
}
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me2 = max(ne2)
for (i in iteration){
age2[[i]][ne2[i]:me2] = age2[[i]][length(age2[[i]])]
}
cage2 = do.call(cbind,age2)
####################
for (i in iteration){
ne3[i] = length(age3[[i]])
}
me3 = max(ne3)
for (i in iteration){
age3[[i]][ne3[i]:me1] = age3[[i]][length(age3[[i]])]
}
cage3 = do.call(cbind,age3)
####################
for (i in iteration){
ne4[i] = length(age4[[i]])
}
me4 = max(ne4)
for (i in iteration){
age4[[i]][ne4[i]:me1] = age4[[i]][length(age4[[i]])]
}
cage4 = do.call(cbind,age4)
######################
for (i in iteration){
ana[i] = length(aga[[i]])
}
ma = max(ana)
for (i in iteration){
aga[[i]][ana[i]:ma] = aga[[i]][length(aga[[i]])]
}
caga = do.call(cbind,aga)
################################
for (i in iteration){
nb[i] = length(agb[[i]])
}
mb = max(nb)
for (i in iteration){
agb[[i]][nb[i]:mb] = agb[[i]][length(agb[[i]])]
}
cagb = do.call(cbind,agb)
#################################
## sum the rows of each column in the matrices
sumage1 = rowSums(cage1)
sumage2 = rowSums(cage2)
sumage3 = rowSums(cage3)
sumage4 = rowSums(cage4)
sumaga = rowSums(caga)
sumagb = rowSums(cagb)
### average of iterations at each accident (e.g. Average of all Driver one effort levels at accident 2 acr
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oss all simulations)
avage1 = (sumage1)/(ncol(cage1))
avage2 = (sumage2)/(ncol(cage2))
avage3 = (sumage3)/(ncol(cage3))
avage4 = (sumage4)/(ncol(cage4))
avaga = (sumaga)/(ncol(caga))
avagb = (sumagb)/(ncol(cagb))
### aggregating max's and min's across all simulations at accident j
choicerows = (nrow(cage1)) #rows in all the choice variable matrices
legalrows = (nrow(caga)) #rows in all the legal threshold matrices
mincage1 = c()
maxcage1 = c()
mincage2 = c()
maxcage2 = c()
mincage3 = c()
maxcage3 = c()
mincage4 = c()
maxcage4 = c()
mincaga = c()
maxcaga = c()
mincagb = c()
maxcagb = c()
##############################
for (j in (1:choicerows)) {
mincage1[j]=min(cage1[j,])
}
for (j in (1:choicerows)) {
maxcage1[j]=max(cage1[j,])
}
################################
for (j in (1:choicerows)) {
mincage2[j]=min(cage2[j,])
}
for (j in (1:choicerows)) {
maxcage2[j]=max(cage2[j,])
}
##################################
for (j in (1:choicerows)) {
mincage3[j]=min(cage3[j,])
}
for (j in (1:choicerows)) {
maxcage3[j]=max(cage3[j,])
}
################################
for (j in (1:choicerows)) {
mincage4[j]=min(cage4[j,])
}
for (j in (1:choicerows)) {
maxcage4[j]=max(cage4[j,])
}
#############################
for (j in (1:legalrows)) {
mincaga[j]=min(caga[j,])
}
for (j in (1:legalrows)) {
maxcaga[j]=max(caga[j,])
}
#################################
for (j in (1:legalrows)) {
mincagb[j]=min(cagb[j,])
}
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for (j in (1:legalrows)) {
maxcagb[j]=max(cagb[j,])
}
################################
## Getting 20th and 80th percentile values of each interation and decisions of e1,e2,e3,a,b
cag20e1 = c()
cag80e1 = c()
### This gets the 20th (80th) percentile : this means that this cag20e1[j] (or cag80e1[j]) value is a valu
e which is greater than 20 (80th) percent of all other values in the row j)
for (j in (1:choicerows)){
cag20e1[j] = quantile(cage1[j,],0.20, type =1)
}
for (j in (1:choicerows)){
cag80e1[j] = quantile(cage1[j,],0.80, type =1)
}
##########################################################################################
cag20e2 = c()
cag80e2 = c()
for (j in (1:choicerows)){
cag20e2[j] = quantile(cage2[j,],0.20, type =1)
}
for (j in (1:choicerows)){
cag80e2[j] = quantile(cage2[j,],0.80, type =1)
}
#########################################################################################
cag20e3 = c()
cag80e3 = c()
for (j in (1:choicerows)){
cag20e3[j] = quantile(cage3[j,],0.20, type =1)
}
for (j in (1:choicerows)){
cag80e3[j] = quantile(cage3[j,],0.80, type =1)
}
##########################################################################################
cag20e4 = c()
cag80e4 = c()
for (j in (1:choicerows)){
cag20e4[j] = quantile(cage4[j,],0.20, type =1)
}
for (j in (1:choicerows)){
cag80e4[j] = quantile(cage4[j,],0.80, type =1)
}
##########################################################################################
cag20a = c()
cag80a = c()
for (j in (1:legalrows)){
cag20a[j] = quantile(caga[j,],0.20, type =1)
}
for (j in (1:legalrows)){
cag80a[j] = quantile(caga[j,],0.80, type =1)
}
##########################################################################################
cag20b = c()
cag80b = c()
for (j in (1:legalrows)){
cag20b[j] = quantile(cagb[j,],0.20, type =1)
}
for (j in (1:legalrows)){
cag80b[j] = quantile(cagb[j,],0.80, type =1)
}
##########################################################################################
```
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```{r}
install.packages("knitr", repos = "http://cran.us.r-project.org")
install.packages("tidyr", repos = "http://cran.us.r-project.org")
library(knitr)
library(tidyr)
#Creates a matrix of data related to single simulation results: First column is accident j across all simu
lations. Shows each drivers effort level at accident j in the single simulation. Also shows values for the
lower and upper thresholds at accident j.
acc = seq(from = 1, to = (length(a)), by = 1)
e1[(length(a))]
e2[(length(a))]
e3[(length(a))]
e4[(length(a))]

=
=
=
=

NA
NA
NA
NA

totdat = tibble(acc,e1,e2,e3,e4,a,b)
totdat
```

```{r}
#Table showing which driver was in which accident.
accidentdata = data.frame(as.list(eaccident))
names(accidentdata)[1:length(eaccident)] = c(1:length(eaccident))
accidentdata
knitr::kable(accidentdata, caption = 'Accidents and their Drivers', booktabs = TRUE, valign = 't', format
= 'pandoc')
```
```{r}
#Creates a matrix of data related to averages: First column is accident j across all simulations. Shows av
erage values of each drivers effort level at accident j across all simulations. The same average data is a
lso shown for the lower and upper thresholds at accident j across all simulations.
avgacc = seq(from = 1, to = (length(avaga)), by = 1)
avage1[(length(avaga))] = NA
avage2[(length(avaga))] = NA
avage3[(length(avaga))] = NA
avage4[(length(avaga))] = NA
maxcage1[(length(maxcaga))] =
maxcage2[(length(maxcaga))] =
maxcage3[(length(maxcaga))] =
maxcage4[(length(maxcaga))] =
mincage1[(length(mincaga))] =
mincage2[(length(mincaga))] =
mincage3[(length(mincaga))] =
mincage4[(length(mincaga))] =

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

avgtotdat = tibble(avgacc,avage1,avage2,avage3,avage4,avaga,avagb)
avgtotdat
```

```{r}
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##Creates a matrix of data related to spread: First column is accident j across all simulations. Shows max
and min values of each drivers effort level at accident j across all simulations as well as 20th and 80th
percentile values. Same spread data is also shown for the values of lower and upper thresholds at acciden
t j.
avgacc = seq(from = 1, to = (length(avaga)), by = 1)
cag20e1[(length(cag20a))]
cag80e1[(length(cag80a))]
cag20e2[(length(cag20a))]
cag80e2[(length(cag80a))]
cag20e3[(length(cag20a))]
cag80e3[(length(cag80a))]
cag20e4[(length(cag20a))]
cag80e4[(length(cag80a))]

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

spreadtotdat = tibble(avgacc,maxcage1,maxcage2,maxcage3,maxcage4, maxcaga,maxcagb,mincage1,mincage2,mincag
e3, mincage4, mincaga,mincagb, cag20a,cag20b,cag80a,cag80b,cag20e1,cag80e1,cag20e2,cag80e2,cag20e3,cag80e3
,cag20e4,cag80e4)
spreadtotdat
```
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